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INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to describe the N&on-Severi group of the Jacobian 
variety of a general curve with a cyclic group of automorphisms of prime order. 
From the well-known isomorphism between the N&on-Severi group of such 
a Jacobian and the invariant part, under the Rosati involution, of its ring of 
endomorphisms, we give a geometric description of certain elements of the 
N&on-Severi group which allows us to estimate the rank of the N&on-Severi 
group from below. 
By using the infinitesimal method of symmetrizers, we show that for a curve 
as above the so found elements span the N&on-Severi group, under some 
hypotheses about the eigenspaces of the space of holomorphic differentials. 
A corollary of the Eichler truce Theorem gives a formula to compute the 
dimension of such eigenspaces: as an application we find infinitely many ex- 
amples of families of curves which satisfy the hypotheses about the eigenspaces 
introduced above. 
We would like to thank Fabio Bardelli for his helpful and patient ex- 
planations. 
1. NOTATIONS AND SOME WELL-KNOWN PROPERTIES 
Let C be a smooth projective complex curve, and let Aut C be its group of 
automorphisms, which we shall suppose cyclic of prime order p, and let o be 
a generator of Aut C. Throughout this work we shall suppose that the map 
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7z : C+ C/(Aut C) is branched. The reasons will be clear after Theorem (4.9) 
(see also (6.2.4)). 
Let A be the Jacobian variety J(C), let M+(A) be the rational N&on-Severi 
group of A H’,‘(A) fl H2(A, Q) and let End(A) be the ring of endomorphisms 
ofA. 
Let cc) be a polarization on A, first Chern class of a line bundle L on A: one 
can define a map GL : A + Pit’(A) by !DL(x) = r,*L 0 L-‘, where 7, : u -+ u +x 
(see [5]). If 0 is a theta divisor of A, and Lo is the associated line bundle, @Jo, 
is an isomorphism and we define a map R : End(A) -+ End(A) 
R(p) := @L; 0 q~* 4Q0. 
We have R2 = I and R is called the Rosati involution. There is a well-known 
isomorphism 
NSQ(A) = End@(A) 0 Q 
where End(‘)(A) is the invariant part of End(A) under the Rosati involution 
(see PW. 
2. SOME DISTINGUISHED ELEMENTS IN NS&l) 
2.1. Lemma. R(a) = Cl. 
Proof. If L( .) denotes the line bundle associated to a divisor, 
(7*(*&(x)) = a*(s,*(L(O))@ L(O)_‘) = z,*-l(,)(a*L(O))@ a*L(O)-’ 
and the proof is complete, since o*(L(O)) is algebraically equivalent o L(0). 
From the lemma, the endomorphisms { 1, oi + a-‘; i = 1, . . . , (p - 1)/2} for 
p> 2 and { 1, CT} for p = 2, belong to EndcS)(A). Let us consider the case p> 2 
(the other is easy). 
Let no + C if; I)‘* ni(oi+ a-‘) = 0 be a linear relation over Q. By writing the 
matrix of o*: (H’,‘)*+ (H’*‘)* with respect o a basis of eigenvectors, we ob- 
tain: no + C !P-‘)” r-l ni(rik + teik) = 0, for every k such that tk is an eigenvalue of 
o*, where r=e (2rri)‘p In particular, if 1 is an eigenvalue, i.e. if g>O, then one . 
has as one of the relations no + 2 CiET”” ni = 0. Since the relation lp-’ + ... + 1 = 
0 expresses the unique non-trivial relation over Q, between 1, r, . . . , ljp-‘, it 
follows that no = nl = *.. = n(,_ 1j,2 and this fact is not compatible with no+ 
2 1 I:;“” ni = 0. Thus we have proved: 
2.2. Proposition. The dimension of NSQ(A) is at least 
p=2 P>2 
g=o 1 
P-l 
2 
g>o 2 
P+l 
2 
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2.3. Remark. Geometrically the divisors corresponding to oi+& can be 
seen as follows: the map C (2) -+ J(C) induced by Abel Jacobi gives a map 
H2(J(C), 2) + H2(Ct2’,Z) which is a morphism of Hodge structures. This map 
is injective and in H2(Cc2’, 2) we can find the cohomology class of the “graphs” 
r= {(x, a(x)) E C2} : obviously C2 -& C (2) has the diagonal as branch locus. 
Since the involution of Cc2) corresponds to the Rosati involution and ire = I& 
the graphs that actually show up in Cc2) are those of p(T,) =p(&). 
3. SYMMETRIZERS 
We summarize here some facts about infinitesimal variations of Hodge struc- 
ture (see [9]): let Z% B be an analytic family of smooth projective curves, Z= 
{Cb;b~B},withAutCb=Z,,andletJ --&B be the fibre space of their Jacobian 
varieties. 
Let C= rcP1(b,,), let o E H’,‘(A) be the principle polarization associated to a 
theta divisor. The differential of the period map Q of the (1,l) forms on C, 
(see [4] or [I]) is given by the Kodaira-Spencer map @J (see [6] or [7]) followed 
by the cup product U with o. 
We shall suppose that z is locally universal (at the generic point of B), i.e. 
the Kodaira-Spencer map is surjective. 
Setting H’(T,),={~EH’(T,):~U~=OE~*~(A)} we obtain a commu- 
tative diagram 
T := Tb, ) Hom(H’, ‘(A), HoP2(A)) 
(3.1) 
Let V= H’*‘(C) be the space of holomorphic differentials; the pairing 0 : Vx V-t 
C, O(a,p) = S, crl\p gives an identification P- V*. We have the well-known 
isomorphisms 
H’,‘(A) = V@ V* = Hom(K V) 
&Q(A) = /\’ v* 
H’(T,), = V*Osym I/*. 
For a fixed &‘E V@ I/* the diagram (3.1) becomes 
Let q: Vx V+ T* be the dual mapping q:=Q* and let qd: A” I/+ T* be the 
map defined by qd(o, A u2) := q(dul, 02) - q(ol, .du2). 
We have the following: 
3.3. Remark. sZ,(.)(d)*=qd. 
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After setting T’(_Q, := Ker(Q( + )(.&) : T+ /\” V*), from linear algebra we 
obtain Im(q,) = Ann(T,(,)). If Im(q,) = (0) then Twcds)= T and so every di- 
rection of T infinitesimally preserves ~4 as (1,1) form. 
Let Sym(q) = {,~JE Hom(K V) : q(&u,, u2) = q(ol, du2)} be the space of sym- 
metrizers of q, then 
3.4. Remark. ~EH~~‘(J(C~)) flH’(J(C,), Q) generically on B only if do 
Sym(q), hence for the generic curve in the family over B one has NSq(J(C))C 
Sym(q). 
4. AN APPLICATION OF THE METHOD OF SYMMETRIZERS 
Let Kc be the canonical bundle on C, let @(Kc)= I’, and let II$ be the 
eigenspaces of cr* on V, belonging to the eigenvalue <’ and V= oi FI$. With 
the previous notations 
(4.1) 
and 
T* = H0(2KC)*“’ c 
(4.2) q : fP(K,) x fP(K,) + N0(2KC)*“t c. 
We say that q is the product of differentials - followed by the projection on the 
invariant subspace H0(2Kc)A”t ‘. 
About the product of differential forms . we know: 
xzo, yzo * x*y#O. 
Let x, YE V, x=x0+x1+ ***+xp_l and _~=yc+yi+***+y,_i, Xi,yie w. We 
have 
q(x,y)=x,*y0+x,*y,_~+~**+x,-,~y~. 
We notice that 
and this decomposition enables us to write &$E Hom(V, V) as 
&Z= C aij, aijEH$*@kV$. 
ii 
4.3. Lemma. AZ= C i, j au belongs to Sym(q) if and only if for every x, E W, 
and y,E K x,. a,,,-,(y,) = ar,P_,(x,). ys with indices mod p. 
Aut C acts on H2(A, Q) and preserves the Hodge decomposition. Therefore 
it acts on X$(A). Let NS&l) rr : = Ker(a - I) be the trivial part of the Neron- 
Severi group under the action of the automorphism (T and M,(A)‘:= Im(a - I). 
The obvious decomposition of N&+4) allows us to study the components 
separately. 
4.4. Lemma. An element d= Ci,j aij of NS,(A) belongs to NSe(A)=’ if and 
only if ahk#O * h=k. 
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Proof. Recall the identification P= I/*. The pairing 8: Px I/+ C e(cz,/?) = 
l, a Ap easily gives W,*= W$; for, if (Yh E wh and pk E I& 
j ahr\pk = 5 ah@k = j o*(ahAPk) = thek 5 ahApk 
C 0.C C C 
and the integral does not vanish if and only if h =k. 
Then we have a pairing 13 : ph X wh + C. 
cr* acts on rh@ wk as rkehI i.e. the invariants belong to 
4.5. Proposition. Let &E Sym(q), &= Cj aii, aiiE w*@ H$. Zf F+$# (0) and 
W,_i#{O} then aii=AiIF, aP_i,P-i=AiZw,m,. 
In particular, the dimension of {&E Sym(q) : d= Ci aii} is at most equal to 
the value obtained from diagram (2.2). 
Proof. Let aii # 0 (or aP_ i,p_ i # 0, otherwise the result holds with Ji = 0). Let 
pi be an eigenvalue of aii, li +O, and yi #0 an eigenvector that belongs to Ai 
VXp_iE Wp-i Xp-i Z 0 Xp_i’aii(yi) = ap_i,p_i(Xp_i)*_Vi 
then 
(a,_i,p-i(Xp_i)-IziXp_i).yi = 0, i.e. a,_i,p_i=~iZw,~,. 
By iterating we obtain aii = Ai 1,. 
4.6. Remark. The elements of End@)(A) = { 1, oi + a-‘; 1 I is (p - 1)/2) for 
p>2 and {l,a} for p= 0, belong to NS&l)r’ and, from (3.4) and (4.9, they 
span it. As a matter of fact, a’+& acts on wh and Wp-h as (rih+qeih)I. 
Thus it is an element of the form xi aii. 
In order to study the non-trivial (under the action of a*) part of NS&l), 
we establish the following 
4.7. PrOpOSitiOn. Let &ENSQ(A), &= c,,, a,&. If aij#O then aji#O. 
Proof. The elements of NS&l) belong to V@ P and are rational too. In 
particular, they are invariant under conjugation. 
Let aij+O, aijEFI$*@~=~@FQ, then D,E~@~=~@~=~*@II$ 
i.e. the component of J=& in B$*@ w does not vanish. 
4.8. Proposition. Let AIE NSQ(A), d= c,,, a,& with aij+O, then dim & = 
dim I+$. 
Proof. Let aij # 0, then there is yi E w, yi # 0 such that aij(uj) # 0. Exclude 
for a moment the case Wp_j = { 0} . Then if Xp_j E Wp_j and Xp_j # 0 we have 
aij(yi).X,_j=a,_j,p-i(X,_j).yi#O thus aP_j,P-i(XP_j)+OY i.e. aP_xP_i is in- 
jective. If we repeat the reasoning with aP_j,P_i we find that aij is injective, 
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and dim TS dim y. If Wp_j = (0) we recall that in H’S’(C) the sum dim H$ + 
dim Wp_j is the constant c=((2g-2g3/(p - 1)). Thus the inequality holds 
again. The other one follows from the previous Proposition. 
We can summarize all our results in the following 
4.9. Theorem. Let C be the generic curve of a irreducible, locally universal 
family of smooth projective curves with Aut C-Z,, and suppose that the 
dimensions of the eigenspaces W, are all distinct and, for k>O, they don’t 
vanish. 
Then the dimension of NSQ(J(C)) is given by the table: 
dim NSQ(J(C)) p=2 
g=o 1 
P>2 
P-l 
2 
g>o 2 
P+l 
2 
5. SOME COMPUTATIONS ABOUT THE DIMENSIONS OF THE EIGENSPACES q 
5.1. Notation. [a mod p] is the unique integer congruent to a module p be- 
tween 0 and p-l. 
By the Eichler trace Theorem we can compute the dimension of the eigen- 
spaces I+$. We just recall (see in [3] the proof of the theorem): 
5.2. Proposition. Let n be the number of branching points {q,, . . . , q,,,} of the 
natural map rc : C-t C/(Aut C), g be the genus of C/(Aut C); near each q,,, 
there are a local coordinate z and an integer v,, 1 I v, up - 1 such that IT-’ is 
given by 
(5.3) 0-l : z + pz. 
Let Amj be the unique integer between 1 and p - 1 and 
yvrnyhj = r.i, i.e. Amj= [(v;‘j)(modp)]. 
Then 
(5.4) dimy=g-I+n--i t ~z,j. 
m 1 
5.5. We summarize some results from [2]: 
let X be a smooth curve of genus g and D= Ci ajpi be an effective divisor 
on X, with 1 I ai <p, C:,, ai G O(mod p). Then there is a line bundle L on X 
such that Lp= B(D). Let r be the inverse image of the section 1 of B(D) under 
p-th power map and C the normalization of IY C projects on X and then it is 
a cycling covering of X, branched at pi. Let w be a coordinate on X centered 
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at pi and t be a local coordinate on L. The local equation of r is 
(5.6) tP = ),fi 
and the normalization 
(5.7) t = zai; w = zp 
where z is a local coordinate on C near qi, inverse image of pi on C. These 
curves, whose locus is denoted as S(p,g; a,, . . . , a,), have an automorphism 
given by 
(5.8) t(o(P)) = 0(P). 
We have the following 
5.9. Proposition (Cornalba). If gr 3, the irreducible components of S, (locus 
in JZ~ of the curves of genus g with non-trivial automorphisms) are the sub- 
varieties S(p, g; al, . . . , a,) with 1 = a, I . ..zza.<psuch that 2g-2=p(2g-2)+ 
n(p - l), with the exclusion of those satisfying one of the following conditions: 
i) g=O, n=3, az=l (or az=a3); 
ii) S = 0, n = 3, a2 is a non-trivial cubic root of 1 (mod p); 
iii) g=O, n=4, a2=l, a3=a4=p-1; 
iv) S=l, n=2; 
v) g=2, n=O. 
If S(p,g;a,, . . . . a,,) and S(p, g; a;, . . . , a;) do not satisfy i)-v) and are equal, 
then there are an integer b and a permutation j such that a;(i) is congruent to 
bai mod p for every i. 
5.10. Proposition. Let C be a generic curve in S(p,g; a,, . . . , a,,). Then 
dimq=g-I+; i [(a,j)(modp)]. 
m 1 
Proof. From (5.8), (5.7) and (5.3) it follows that Amj = [(-a, j)(modp)]. 
5.11. Proposition. i) Let g> 0, then a curve in S(p, g; al,. . . , a,) has no eigen- 
spaces of vanishing dimension. 
ii) Ifg=O, Chaseigenspaces y, lrjrp-1, withdim~=Oifandonlyif 
” 
C NM)(modp)l = P. 
m=l 
iii) If we fix the order p of o, and g> ((p -2)(p - 1))/2, no eigenspace y, 
j=l ,...,p-1 has dimension dim y=O. 
Proof. The cases i) and ii) are clear. 
Given j, 15 jlp - 1, we can find the p-fold coverings of the Riemann 
sphere, having eigenspaces R$ with dim H$ = 0, by looking for the partitions in 
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n positive integers of p (n is given by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula), of the 
kind k,=j,kz,..., k,, such that {ai = ki j-‘(mod p)) with suitable order, is a se- 
quence as specified in Proposition 5.9. Of course, in order to find an eigenspace 
with vanishing dimension, we must have n - 1 sp -j. The Riemann-Hurwitz 
formula gives gl ((p - j - l)(p - 1))/2 and, in particular the bound iii). 
6. SOME EXAMPLES 
6.1. Remark. From the proposition 5.10 it follows that dim &=dim I#$ if 
and only if 
f: k,O(modp)l = i b,d(modp)l. 
m=l m=l 
Furthermore, if g= 0, the dimensions of the eigenspaces can be different only if 
P(P- 1) g=dimV=Cdim~>l+2+0..+p-1=~ 
i 2 * 
6.2. The reader can verify that the following examples atisfy the hypotheses 
of the theorem 4.9: 
(according to [2], x: n stands for a sequence of n x’s) 
6.2.1. S(p,O;l : k+l,ak+& u~+~=[(-k-l)(modp)] with genus g=(k@-1))/2, 
krp, k+l +O(modp); 
6.2.2. S(p,O;l:k,2,p-1), g=(k(p-1))/2, krp, k+l=O(modp); 
6.2.3. g=(k(p-1))/2, k=qp, q>l 
S(p,O;l:k,2,p-2),S(p,O;l:k,3,p-3) ,..., S 
( 
p-l p+l 
~,O;l:k,~,~ 
> 
. 
6.2.4. In the case S=O, p= 3, gr4 we notice that C, a,# C, [(2a,)(mod 3)] 
whenever the number of aj’S that are equal to 1 is not n/2. For example, this 
happens if n is odd, i.e. g is odd (because g= n - 2). If g is even there are also the 
loci: S(3,O; a,, . . . , Q) with the exclusion of the only locus S(3,O; 1 : n/2,2 : n/2). 
In order to investigate to what extent Theorem 4.9 can be generalized, it 
would be interesting to study the N&on-Severi group of the Jacobian of these 
curves or of the unbranched coverings; for, in the last case, all the eigenspaces 
have the same dimension (see [3]). 
6.2.5. S(p, 1; 1 : n), n = hp, h r2 with genus g = (hp(p - 1) + 2)/2; 
6.2.6. S(p, 2; 1 : n), n = hp, h 2 2 with genus g = (2 +p(2 + h(p - 1)))/2. 
6.2.7. In the case g”r1, p=3, (g,a#(3,1),(4,2) the same results as in 6.2.4 
are valid. 
6.3. Even if the following curves do not satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.9, 
the estimate of M&(C)) holds. 
Let y2 =xp - 1, with p 2 11 be the curve of genus g = (p - 1)/2, that belongs 
to the locus S(2,O; 1 : p + l), with the automorphism of order p: 
0 : (x, y) + (TX, y), < = e(2ni)‘p. 
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A basis of the holomorphic differentials is 
i 
dx xdx x(P - 3)/z dx 
ol=-,o2=- 
Y Y 
9 ---9 qp-1)/2 = 
Y 
that belong to the eigenvectors, respectively, 
{[,f$ . ..) r(p-l)‘2). 
The conjugate elements 
t 
P+l oi=ap_i; i=- 
2 
, -*-, P-l 
I 
give a basis of H@‘(C) and belong to the eigenvalues: 
{r (p+lW I . . ..P). 
An element Oi A Oj of H2(J(C), C) is invariant under o* if and only if i =p -j, 
i.e. only if it belongs to the set of (1,l) forms 
{W~p-19 . . ..O(p_1)/2AO(p+1)/2). 
Such elements span Ker(a-I), and since a-Z is defined over Q, they span 
NS,(_4)T’@ C. Thus dim A?+(A)“= (p - 1)/2. 
We claim that ZVS&l) =ZVS,(FI)~‘. If MS&l)‘+ {0}, then p- 1 must divide 
its dimension, because the only divisors of the characteristic polynomial of o* 
are (xp- ’ +...+~+l)andx-l.Thusintheactionofa*onNS~(A)’OC,the 
eigenvectors belonging to every eigenvalue rk, k = 1, . . . ,p - 1, must appear. 
But a basis of the elements of the type (1, l), not belonging to the eigenvector 
1 is 
P-1 i=l,...,- ’ P+l 2 J= -,...,p-l i+p-j . 2 
Notice that (p - 1)/2 and (p + 1)/2 are never equal to i + j with such restrictions. 
It follows that M&4)‘= (0) and dim M&4) = (p - 1)/2 in this case too. 
Thus, the result we have found, about the N&on-Severi group, seems to hold 
with weaker hypotheses than in Theorem 4.9. This suggests the possibility of 
a more general approach to the problem. 
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